Abstract. Let F℘ be a finite extension of Qp. By considering partially de Rham families, we establish a Colmez-Greenberg-Stevens formula (on Fontaine-Mazur L-invariants) for (general) 2-dimensional semi-stable non-crystalline Gal(Qp/F℘)-representations. As an application, we prove local-global compatibility results for completed cohomology of quaternion Shimura curves, and in particular the equality of Fontaine-Mazur L-invariants and Breuil's L-invariants, in critical case.
Introduction
Let F be a totally real number field, B a quaternion algebra of center F such that there exists only one real place of F where B is split. One can associate to B a system of quaternion Shimura curves {M K } K , proper and smooth over F , indexed by compact open subgroups K of (B ⊗ Q A ∞ ) × . We fix a prime number p, and suppose that there exists only one place ℘ of F above p, let Σ ℘ be the set of
where K p denotes the component of K outside p, and K ′ p runs over open compact subgroups of GL 2 (F ℘ ). This is an E-Banach space equipped with a continuous action of GL 2 (F ℘ ) × Gal F ×H p , where H p denotes certain commutative Hecke algebra outside p over E. Put
This is an admissible unitary Banach representation of GL 2 (F ℘ ) over E, which plays an important role in p-adic Langlands program [10] . In [24] , it's proved that if the local Galois representation ρ ℘ := ρ| Gal F℘ (where Gal F℘ := Gal(F ℘ /F ℘ )) is semi-stable non-crystalline and non-critical, then one could find the Fontaine-Mazur L-invariants (L σ ) σ∈Σ℘ of ρ ℘ (which are invisible in classical local Langlands correspondence) in Π(ρ), generalizing some of Breuil's results in [9] .
However, when F ℘ is different from Q p , a new phenomenon is that there exist 2-dimensional semi-stable non-crystalline Gal F℘ -representations which are critical (or more precisely, critical for some embeddings in Σ ℘ ). We consider this case in this paper. Denote by S c (ρ ℘ ) (resp. S n (ρ ℘ )) the set of embeddings where ρ ℘ is critical (resp. non-critical), one can associate to ρ ℘ the Fontaine-Mazur L-invariants L σ but only for embeddings σ in S n (ρ ℘ ). In this paper, we prove these L-invariants can be found in Π(ρ), meanwhile, we prove a partial result on Breuil's locally analytic socle conjecture [13] for embeddings in S c (ρ ℘ ).
One important ingredient in [24] is Zhang's generalization [44, Thm.1.1] of Colmez-Greenberg-Stevens formula [22] (on L-invariants) in F ℘ -case. But the results in [44] are only for non-critical case. The following theorem generalizes such a formula in general case, which is of interest in its own right.
Theorem 0.1 (cf. Cor.2.3). Let A be an affinoid E-algebra, V be a locally free A-module of rank 2 equipped with a continuous A-linear action of Gal F℘ , let z be an E-point of A, suppose (1) V is trianguline with a triangulation given by 0 −→ R A (δ 1 ) −→ D rig (V ) −→ R A (δ 2 ) −→ 0, where δ i are continuous characters of Gal F℘ in A × , (2) V z := z * V is semi-stable non-crystalline with L σ ∈ E for σ ∈ S n (V z ) the associated FontaineMazur L-invariants (cf. §1.3, where S n (V z ) denotes the set of embeddings where V z is noncritical), (3) V is S c (V z )-de Rham (cf. §2, where S c (V z ) = Σ ℘ \ S n (V z )); then the differential form
vanishes at the point z.
Such formula was firstly established by Greenberg-Stevens [30, Thm.3.14] in the case of 2-dimensional ordinary G Qp -representations by Galois cohomology computations. In [22] , Colmez generalized [30, Thm.3.14] to 2-dimensional trianguline G Qp -representations case by Galois cohomology computations and computations in Fontaine's rings. The theorem 0.1 in non-critical case (i.e. S c (V z ) = ∅) was obtained by Zhang in [44] , by generalizing Colmez's method. In [37] , Pottharst generalized [30, Thm.3.14] to rank 2 triangulable (ϕ, Γ)-modules (in Q p case) by studying cohomology of (ϕ, Γ)-modules.
The hypothesis (3) in Thm.0.1 is new but crucial. In fact, the statement does not hold (in general) if the condition (3) is replaced by (only) fixing the Hodge-Tate weights for σ ∈ S c (V z ) namely, replacing the S c (V z )-de Rham family by S c (V z )-Hodge-Tate family . Partially de Rham families appear naturally in the study of p-adic automorphic forms, e.g. one encounters such families when studying locally analytic vectors in completed cohomology of Shimura curves (e.g. see Prop.4.15) , or certain families of overconvergent Hilbert modular forms (e.g. see App.A, in particular Conj.A.9). Note Thm.0.1 also applies for families of F ℘ -analytic Gal F℘ -representations (cf. [6] , which in fact can be viewed as special cases of partially de Rham families). Indeed, this theorem also includes the case of parallel Hodge-Tate weights for some embeddings and such embeddings would be contained in S c (V z ) .
Return to the global setting before Thm.0.1, and suppose moreover ρ is absolutely irreducible modulo ̟ E , and ρ ℘ is of Hodge-Tate weights h Σ℘ := (
2 ) σ∈Σ℘ with w ∈ 2Z, k σ ∈ 2Z ≥1 (where we use the convention that the Hodge-Tate weight of the cyclotomic character is −1). Since ρ ℘ is semi-stable non-crystalline, there exists α ∈ E × , such that the eigenvalues of ϕ d0 where d 0 is the degree of the maximal unramified extension in F ℘ over Q p on D st (ρ ℘ ) are given by {α, p d0 α}. Put alg(h Σ℘ ) := ⊗ σ∈Σ℘ Sym kσ−2 E 2 ⊗ E det
σ , which is an algebraic representation of Res F℘/Qp GL 2 over E, and St(α, h Σ℘ ) := unr(α)
which is in fact the locally algebraic representation of GL 2 (F ℘ ) associated to ρ ℘ via classical local Langlands correspondence, where unr(α) denotes the unramified character of F All these relations are in family. The global triangulation theory and Thm.0.1 allow one to find the Linvariants in the related T (F ℘ )-representations. Via the second arrow, one can thus find the L-invariants on GL 2 -side. A key fact is that the family of Galois representations associated to locally τ -analytic vectors of H 1 (K p , E) is Σ ℘ \ {τ }-de Rham (cf. Prop.4.14), which ensures Thm.0.1 to apply (this observation, together with Schraen's results [41] on Breuil's L-invariants, in fact leads to the discovery of the hypothesis (3) in Thm.0.1).
For the critical embeddings, using global triangulation theory and Bergdall's method, we prove some results on Breuil's locally analytic socle conjecture ( [13] ). Namely, for each σ ∈ S c (ρ ℘ ), one can associate a locally Q p -analytic representation I c σ (α, h Σ℘ ) of GL 2 (F ℘ ) (see §3), which can be viewed as a σ-companion representation of St(α, h Σ℘ ). Thus from Π(ρ), we can read out S c (ρ ℘ ) by Thm.0.3, and then L Sn(ρ℘) by Thm.0.2. Since ρ ℘ is determined by {α, h Σ℘ , S n (ρ ℘ ), L Sn(ρ℘) }, we see:
Corollary 0.4. The local Galois representation ρ ℘ is determined by Π(ρ).
We refer the body of the text for more detailed and more precise statements.
In §1, we recall (and define) the Fontaine-Mazur L-invariants in terms of B-pairs, and develop some partially de Rham Galois cohomology theory for B-pairs. We prove Thm.0.1 in §2. In §3, we recall Schraen's theory on Breuil's L-invariants of locally Q p -analytic representations of GL 2 (F ℘ ). These three sections are purely local. In the last section, we prove Thm.0.2 and Thm.0.3. In Appx.A, we study some partially de Rham trianguline representations.
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Fontaine-Mazur L-invariants
In this section, we recall (and define) Fontaine-Mazur L-invariants for 2-dimensional B-pairs (see Def.1.20 below). Let F ℘ be a finite extension of Q p of degree d with O ℘ the ring of integers and ̟ a uniformizer, Σ ℘ := {σ : F ℘ ֒→ Q p }, Gal F℘ := Gal(Q p /F ℘ ). We fix an embedding ι : F ℘ ֒→ B + dR (and hence embeddings ι : F ℘ ֒→ C p , B dR ), and view B + dR , B dR , C p as F ℘ -algebra via ι. Let E be a finite extension of Q p sufficiently large containing all the embeddings of F ℘ in Q p . For an F ℘ -algebra R and σ ∈ Σ ℘ , put R σ := R ⊗ F℘,σ E (e.g. we get E-algebras B + dR,σ , B dR,σ , C p,σ ); for an R-module M , put
1.1. Preliminaries on B-pairs. Let B e := B ϕ=1 cris , recall Definition 1.1 (cf. [5, §2] Let W be an A-B-pair of rank r. By using the isomorphism
. The last one is thus a finite F ℘ ⊗ Qp A-module, and admits a decomposition 
we deduce the last map is surjective and 
1.2. Cohomology of B-pairs. Recall the cohomology of E-B-pairs (note that A-B-pairs can also be viewed as E-B-pairs). Let W = (W e , W + dR ) be an E-B-pair, following [34, §2.1], consider the following complex (of Gal F℘ -modules)
. By definition, one has a long exact sequence
For an E-B-pair W , denote by W ∨ the dual of W : Denote by W (1) the twist of W by W (χ cyc ) where χ cyc is the cyclotomic character of Gal F℘ (base change to E):
By [34, §2] and [35, §5] , one has
, and
(2) There exists a natural isomorphism
(4) The cup-product (see [35, §5] for details)
is a perfect pairing for i = 0, 1, 2.
. By discussions in Rem.1.6, identifying W ∨ and W ′ , this pairing then is equal to the composition of (3) with the trace map tr E/Qp , from which one deduces (3) is also perfect.
(2) Let W be an E-B-pair, for an exact sequence of E-B-pairs
one has the following commutative diagram
where the δ's denote the connecting maps, ∪ the cup-products, and W i ⊗ W is the E-B-pair given by 
where the above maps are induced from the natural maps 
where the map is induced by 
Thus if W is J-de Rham, then one has
Proof. It's sufficient to prove
ni where n i = 0 for all but finite many i.
, from which (and (4)) the lemma follows.
For an E-B-pair W , δ :
for tensor products of E-B-pairs, and §1.1 for B E (δ) . If there exist k σ ∈ Z for all σ ∈ Σ ℘ such that δ = σ∈Σ℘ σ kσ , then by [34, Lem.2.12], one has natural isomorphisms
with j e = id and j
⊕ni with n i = 0 for all but finite many i for σ ∈ J , let δ := σ∈J σ kσ . The morphism (6) induces an exact sequence of Gal F℘ -complexes
Taking Gal F℘ -cohomology, one gets
, from which and Lem.1.10 (and the discussion above it), one gets
which would be useful to calculate H 1 g,J (Gal F℘ , W ). At last, note that a morphism of E-B-pairs
unr(z) denotes the unramified character of F × ℘ sending uniformizers to z. In this section, we associate to (
, we would use the cupproduct
Lemma 1.13. The cup-product (9) is a perfect pairing.
Proof. The natural morphism j : B E (χ) → B E (1) (cf. (6)) induces an exact sequence of Gal F℘ -complexes
Moreover, the following diagram commutes
.
Since the cup-product below is perfect by Prop.1.7(4), so is the above one.
Recall that 
where the fourth isomorphism follows from the fact that any character of Z in E gives rise to a continuous character of Z := lim ← −n Z/nZ in E. We would identify these E-vector spaces via (11) with no mention. Proof. One has isomorphisms
where the first isomorphism is induced by the log map. For τ ∈ Σ ℘ , one sees τ • log : (12)) to the map tr ∈ Hom E σ∈Σ℘ E, E : (a σ ) σ → σ∈ΣF ℘ σ(a σ ). This map is in fact a generator of Hom E σ∈Σ℘ E, E over For τ ∈ Σ ℘ , the embedding ι :
For ψ ∈ H 1 (Gal F℘ , E), ψ is mapped to zero if and only if there exists x ∈ C p,τ such that
, and is a generator of
, by the above discussion, one has
and is generated by {ψ σ,̟ } σ∈Σ℘\S and ψ ur thus can also be generated by {ψ σ,p } σ∈Σ℘\S and ψ ur .
L-invariants.
Return to the situation before §1.3.1 thus χ is a special character with (9)). (9)), and the
Definition 1.16 (non-critical case). Keep the above notation, if
(by the same argument as in the proof of Lem.1.13), moreover, the following diagram commutes
Consider now the case S c (χ) = ∅ (i.e. the critical case). Let
thus χ ♯ is also special and S c (χ
for σ ∈ S n (χ), and hence
. The lemma follows.
We claim the cup-product
is a perfect pairing. Indeed, similarly as in the proof of Lem.1.13, this follows from the commutative diagram (recall η = χ −1 χ cyc ):
One deduces from Prop.1.9 that this pairing induces isomorphisms
By (7), Im(j
Lemma 1.19. Denote by ·, · n the bottom (perfect) pairing in (15) , then the pairing
where y ♯ denotes a preimage of y in
, is independent of the choice of y ♯ and is a perfect pairing. Moreover, this pairing induces an isomorphism
Proof. The independence of the choice of y ♯ follows from the commutativity of (15) and the fact Im(j
By (14) , the top pairing in (15) induces a perfect pairing
By dimension calculation, the claim follows.
The second part follows from (14) the fact
Using this pairing and Lem.1.15, one can now define Fontaine-Mazur L-invariants in general case: (16)), and
Remark 1.21. Keep the above notation, and let
Let X be a 2-dimensional triangulable E-B-pair with a triangulation given by
We denote by (X, χ 1 , χ 2 ) a such triangulation. The E-B-pair X is called special if
2 )), these are called L-invariants of X (since in this case, X admits a unique triangulation, cf. [34, Thm.3.7] ).
Let V be a 2-dimensional semi-stable representation of Gal F℘ over E, and
2 is special, which is equivalent to that the eigenvalues
L-invariants and partially de Rham families
Let χ be a special character of
Denote by X 0 := X (mod ǫ), which is a triangulable E-B-pair and lies in
, and denote by L Sn(χ) = (L σ ) σ∈Sn(χ) the associated L-invariants (cf. Def. 1.20) . This section is devoted to prove the following theorem. Theorem 2.1. Keep the above notation, and suppose X is S c (χ)-de Rham (cf. Def.1.3), then ] to rank 2 triangulable (ϕ, Γ)-modules (in Q p case) by studying cohomology of (ϕ, Γ)-modules.
(2) The hypothesis X being S c (χ)-de Rham would imply that a σ = 0 for all σ ∈ S c (χ). In fact,
, which is equivalent to that a σ = 0 for all σ ∈ S c (χ) by Lem.1.15. However, the converse is not true. This is a new subtlety: the formulas in (17) do not hold (in general) if one only assumes a σ = 0 for all σ ∈ S c (χ) (e.g. see the discussion before Lem.2.7 below).
We translate this theorem in terms of families of Galois representations. Let A be an affinoid E-algebra, V be a locally free A-module of rank 2 equipped with a continuous Gal F℘ -action. Thus
sits in an exact sequence of (ϕ, Γ)-modules over R A as follows: 
and thus an E-linear map dχ :
the weight of χ, such that dχ (a σ ) σ∈Σ℘ = σ∈Σ℘ a σ wt(χ) σ . Let z be an E-point of A, and δ i,z := z * δ i , suppose
Remark 2.4. Partially de Rham families would appear naturally in the study of p-adic automorphic forms, e.g. one encounters such families when studying locally analytic vectors in completed cohomology of Shimura curves (see Prop.4.15 below), or certain families of overconvergent Hilbert modular forms (see App.A below). Note this formula also applies for families of F ℘ -analytic Gal F℘ -representations (cf. [6] , which can be viewed as special cases of partially de Rham families).
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Thm.2.1. We use Pottharst's method [37] (but in terms of B-pairs). It's clear that X being S c (χ)-de Rham is equivalent to saying that
Rham is equivalent to that a σ = 0 for all σ ∈ S c (χ). Thus it's sufficient to prove
One has a natural exact sequence of E-B-pairs
by taking cohomology, one gets an exact sequence
. We suppose ψ = 0 (since the case ψ = 0 is trivial).
First consider non-critical case (i.e. S c (χ) = ∅), thus k σ ∈ Z ≥1 for all σ ∈ Σ ℘ . In this case, one has In particular, the map κ is not surjective. On the other hand, by Rem.1.8 (1) applied to
, we see the map δ is given (up to scalars) by x → x, ψ , where ·, · denotes the cup-product
from which we deduces Prop.2.5 in non-critical case by the definition of L-invariants of X 0 (cf. Def.1.16).
, so κ is surjective (cf. (19)). Consequently, one can not expect any formula without further condition on X.
As in §1.3.2, put χ ♯ := χ σ∈Sc(χ) σ 1−kσ , and
. By (7), one has an exact sequence
/ǫ 2 χ → 0, from which (and Lem.2.6) one calculates:
The commutative diagram of E-B-pairs
induces a commutative diagram (by (7))
, where all the vertical arrows are surjective, the two horizontal maps on the left are injective, and the top sequence is exact. Note by Lem.1.18 and Lem.1.12, 
Breuil's L-invariants
In [8] , to a 2-dimensional semi-stable non-crystalline representation V of Gal Qp , Breuil associated a locally analytic representation Π(V ) of GL 2 (Q p ) (Breuil also considered Banach representations, but we only focus on locally analytic representations in this paper), which can determine V and in particular contains the information on the Fontaine-Mazur L-invariant of V . Roughly speaking, Breuil found that certain extensions of locally analytic representations of GL 2 (Q p ) can be parameterized by some invariants (which are referred as to Breuil's L-invariants), and by matching these invariants with Fontaine-Mazur L-invariants, one could get a one-to-one correspondence in p-adic Langlands for GL 2 (Q p ) in semi-stable non-crystalline case. In [41] , generalizing Breuil's theory, Schraen associated a locally Q p -analytic representation of GL 2 (F ℘ ) to a 2-dimensional semi-stable non-crystalline representation of Gal F℘ (although only the non-critical case was considered in loc. cit., Schraen's construction can easily generalize to critical case). We recall some results of loc. cit. in this section.
Let V be a 2-dimensional semi-stable non-crystalline representation of Gal F℘ over E of distinct HodgeTate weights h Σp := (k 1,σ , k 2,σ ) σ∈Σ℘ (k 1,σ < k 2,σ , we use the convention that the Hodge-Tate weight of the cyclotomic character is −1), denote by α, qα the eigenvalues of
By [34, §4.3] , the E-B-pair W (V ) admits a unique triangulation:
and
2 ) is the set of embeddings where V is critical (cf. Def.A.2 below). Since V is semi-stable non-crystalline, so is W (V ), one can thus associate to V the FontaineMazur L-invariants L Sn ∈ E |Sn| (see the end of §1.3).
which is an irreducible algebraic representation of Res F℘/Qp GL 2 with the action of GL 2 (F ℘ ) on (·) σ induced by the natural action of GL 2 (E) via σ. Put
which is a locally S-analytic character of T (F ℘ ) over E. Consider the locally S-analytic parabolic induction (cf. 
which is also the maximal locally algebraic subrepresentation of Σ(α, h S ), where St denotes the Steinberg representation;
which is irreducible by [12, Thm.4.1] , then one has a non-split exact sequence
For L ∈ E and σ ∈ Σ ℘ , let log σ,L := ψ σ,p + Lψ ur (cf. §1.3.1) which is thus the additive character of
with σ i ∈ S n . One gets thus an exact sequence of locally S n -analytic representations of GL 2 (F ℘ ):
. . . 
One has thus an exact sequence
, the following isomorphism is straightforward:
which is thus an extension of d n -copies of F (α, h Σ℘ ) by Σ(α, h Sn ), and carries the information of {α,
Local-global compatibility
We prove some local-global compatibility results for completed cohomology of quaternion Shimura curves in semi-stable non-crystalline case.
Setup and notations.
Let F be a totally real field of degree d over Q, denote by Σ ∞ the set of real embeddings of F . For a finite place l of F , we denote by F l the completion of F at l, O l the ring of integers of F l with ̟ l a uniformiser of O l . Denote by A the ring of adeles of Q and A F the ring of adeles of F . For a set S of places of Q (resp. of F ), we denote by A S (resp. by A S F ) the ring of adeles of Q (resp. of F ) outside S, S F the set of places of F above that in S, and A 
where H denotes the Hamilton algebra, and B ⊗ Q Q p ∼ = M 2 (F ℘ ). We associate to B a reductive algebraic group G over Q with G(R) := (B ⊗ Q R) × for any Q-algebra R. Set S := Res C/R G m , and denote by h the morphism
The space of G(R)-conjugacy classes of h has a structure of complex manifold, and is isomorphic to h ± := C \ R (i.e. 2 copies of the Poincaré's upper half plane). We get a projective system of Riemann surfaces indexed by open compact subgroups of G(A ∞ ):
where G(Q) acts on h ± via G(Q) ֒→ G(R) and the transition map is given by
It's known that M K (C) has a canonical proper smooth model over F (via the embedding τ ∞ ), denoted by M K , and these {M K } K form a projective system of proper smooth algebraic curves over the set of finite places l of F such that p ∤ l, that B is split at l, i.e. B ⊗ F F l ∼ − −→ M 2 (F l ), and that
Denote by H p the commutative O E -algebra generated by the double coset operators [GL 2 (O l )g l GL 2 (O l )] for all g l ∈ GL 2 (F l ) with det(g l ) ∈ O l and for all l ∈ S(K p ). Set
Denote by Z 0 the kernel of the norm map N :
For a Banach representation V of GL 2 (F ℘ ) over E (cf. [39, §2] ), denote by V Qp−an the E-vector subspace generated by the locally Q p -analytic vectors of V , which is stable by GL 2 (F ℘ ) and hence is a locally Q p -analytic representation of GL 2 (F ℘ ). If V is moreover admissible, by [40, Thm.7.1], V Qp−an is an admissible locally Q p -analytic representation of GL 2 (F ℘ ) and dense in V . For J ⊆ Σ ℘ , denote by V J−an the subrepresentation generated by locally J-analytic vectors of V Qp−an (cf. [ 
Let A be a local artinian E-algebra, for a locally
2|d| be the weight of χ. For an integer weight λ ∈ Z 2|d| , denote by δ λ the algebraic character of T (L) over E with weight λ.
Let V be an E-vector space equipped with an E-linear action of A (with A a set of operators), χ a system of eigenvalues of A, denote by V A=χ the χ-eigenspace, V [A = χ] the generalized χ-eigenspace, V A the vector space of A-fixed vectors.
Completed cohomology and eigenvarieties.
We recall the construction of eigenvarieties from completed cohomology of quaternion Shimura curves and survey some properties. 
All these groups (O E -modules or E-vector spaces) are equipped with a natural topology induced from the discrete topology on the finite group
, and equipped with a natural continuous action of H p × Gal F and of K p ∈ S W0 . Moreover, for any l ∈ S(K p ), the action of Gal F l (induced by that of Gal F ) is unramified and satisfies the Eichler-Shimura relation:
where Frob l denotes the arithmetic Frobenius, ℓ the prime number lying below l, f l the degree of the maximal unramified extension in F l over Q ℓ (thus ℓ 
(2) One has a natural isomorphism of Banach representations of GL 2 (F ℘ ) invariant under the action of H p × Gal(F /F ):
Let ρ be a 2-dimensional continuous representation of Gal F over E such that ρ is unramified at all l ∈ S(K p ) and that the reduction ρ over k E (up to semi-simplification a priori) is absolutely irreducible. To ρ, one can associate a maximal ideal m(ρ) of H p as the kernel of the following morphism
For an H p -module M , denote by M ρ the localisation of M at m(ρ).
Put
Proposition 4.2. Let W be an irreducible algebraic representation of G c , and suppose
(1) The natural morphism
is an isomorphism, where ∞ denotes the smooth vectors for the action of GL 2 (F ℘ ).
(2) Let ψ be a continuous character of Z 1 such that ψ| (Z(Q)∩K p H℘)p = 1, then one has an isomorphism of
where Z 1 acts on C U 1 , E ⊕r by the character ψ, and U 1 by the right regular action.
Proof. Part (1) 
for all σ ∈ J and w ∈ 2Z, we set
which is an irreducible algebraic representation of G over E with the action of GL 2 (F ℘ ) on ( * ) σ induced from the standard action of GL 2 (E) via σ : GL 2 (F ℘ ) ֒→ GL 2 (E). Note the central character of W (k J , w) is given by N w (where N denotes the norm map), thus W (k J , w) can be viewed as an algebraic representation of
Let ρ be a 2-dimensional continuous representation of Gal F over E, absolutely irreducible modulo ̟ E , such that ρ is unramified at all l ∈ S(K p ) and that
which is in fact a closed subrepresentation of Π. Indeed, we have
where the first isomorphism is from Thm.4.1 (2) , and the last injection follows from [23, Prop.5.1.3] . Similarly, for J ′ ⊇ J, we have a natural closed embedding invariant under the action of GL 2 (F ℘ ) × H p :
Note Π(k ∅ , w) ∼ = Π, and by Prop.4.
We have the following easy lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Keep the above notation, let V be a locally
where the first map is given by f → f ⊗ id, and the second is induced by the injection Π(k J , w) ֒→ Π.
Proof. Given a morphism g : w) ) ρ,Σ℘\J−an since V is locally Σ ℘ \ J-anlaytic, and it's straightforward to check this gives an inverse (up to non-zero scalars) of the composition (30) . The lemma follows. Theorem 4.5. There exists a rigid analytic space E(k J , w) ρ over E together with a finite morphism of rigid spaces i : E(k J , w) ρ → T and a morphism of E-algebras with dense image
(1) a closed point z of E(k J , w) ρ is uniquely determined by its image χ in T (E) and the induced morphism λ : H p −→ E, called a system of eigenvalues of H p ; hence z would be denoted by (χ, λ)); (2) for a finite extension L of E, a closed point (χ, λ) ∈ E(k J , w) ρ (L) if and only if the corresponding eigenspace
and that for an L-point z = (χ, λ), the special fiber M(k J , w) z is naturally dual to the (finite dimensional) L-vector space
By (31), one has an isomorphism
Thus, by Thm.4.5 (2), if (χ, λ) ∈ E(k J , w) ρ , then wt(χ) 1,σ + wt(χ) 2,σ = −w for all σ ∈ Σ ℘ , and
Denote by T Σ℘\J the rigid space over E parameterizing the locally Σ ℘ \ J-analytic characters of T (F ℘ ), and denote by T (k J , w) the image of the following closed embedding
which parameterizes characters of T (F ℘ ) with fixed weights (
) for σ ∈ J. By the isomorphism (33), it's easy to see the action of O( T ) on M 0 (k J , w) factors through O T (k J , w) , consequently, the morphism E(k J , w) ρ → T factors through T (k J , w). Denote by T (k J , w) 0 the closed subspace of T (k J , w) consisting of the points χ with χ| Z1 = N −w , thus the morphism
a ∈ 1 + 2̟O ℘ , and W 1 the rigid space over E parameterizing continuous characters of 1 + 2̟O ℘ (thus of Z ′ 1 ), and W 1 (k J ) the closed subspace of W 1 of characters χ with wt(χ) σ = k σ − 2 for all σ ∈ J. One has thus a natural projection 
(2) Denote by g the natural morphism E(k J , w) ρ → Z(k J , w), and let {U i } as in (1), then
Proof. Denote by κ the composition
which also equals the composition
Note Π(k Σ℘ , w) is a locally algebraic subrepresentation of Π(k J , w) by (29) . In fact, by the description of locally algebraic vectors of Π ([36, Thm.5.3]), one sees z is classical for z ∈ E(k J , w) ρ if and only if
where "lalg" denotes the locally algebraic vectors.
For a locally analytic character χ of T (F ℘ ) over E, put
Note I(χ) is locally algebraic if and only if χ is locally algebraic and dominant.
Definition 4.7. Let z = (χ, λ) be a closed point of E(k J , w) ρ , for S ⊆ C(χ) ∩ J, we say z admits an S-companion point if z Denote by δ B = unr(q −1 ) ⊗ unr(q) the modulus character of B(F ℘ ). H p =λ , then the point z is classical. We call the points satisfying this assumption Σ ℘ \ J-very classical.
(2) Let z = (χ, λ) be a closed point of E(k J , w) ρ with χ locally algebraic and dominant, then z is Σ ℘ \ J-very classical if and only if z does not have S-companion point for all ∅ = S ⊆ Σ ℘ \ J.
(3) Let z be a Σ ℘ \ J-very classical point of E(k J , w) ρ , then the natural injection
is an isomorphism where
Proof. Proposition 4.10. Let z = (χ, λ) be closed point in E(k J , w) ρ with χ locally algebraic and dominant, and suppose
A closed point z = (χ, λ) of E(k J , w) ρ is called spherical if χ is the product of an unramified character with an algebraic character i.e. wt(χ) ∈ Z 2|d| and χδ 
Proof. Indeed, by Prop.4.6, Thm.4.11, one can reduce to a similar situation as in the beginning of the proof of [19, Thm.4.8] . Since z is Σ ℘ \ J-very classical, one has the bijection (34) (which is an analogue of [19, (4.20) ], see also [24, Lem.3.27] ). The proposition then follows from the multiplicity one result for automorphic representations of G(A), by the same argument as in the proof of [19, Thm.4.8] (see also [24, §3.4.3] especially the arguments after [24, Lem.3.27] ).
4.2.4.
Families of Galois representations. By Carayol's results [17] , the theory of pseudo-characters and the density of classical points, we have Theorem 4.13. For a closed point z = (χ, λ) of E(k J , w) ρ , there exists a unique continuous irreducible representation for σ ∈ J.
Proof. The first part follows from [2, Lem. By [38] , ρ z,℘ := ρ z | Gal F℘ is semi-stable (thus trianguline) for any spherical classical point z of E(k ∅ , w) ρ . As in [23, Cor.6.2.50] , by global triangulation theory [32] [33] applied to E(k ∅ , w) ρ note E(k J , w) ρ is a closed rigid subspace of E(k ∅ , w) ρ , we get 
Corollary 4.17. Let z = (χ, λ) ∈ E(k J , w) ρ (E) and suppose (36) unr(q)χ 1 χ
Proof. Applying Prop.4.16 to the point z c S , the corollary then follows from [34, Thm.3.7] .
One can moreover deduce from the proof of [32, Thm.6.3.9 ] (see also [23, Prop.6 
.2.49]):
Proposition 4.18. Let z be a classical point of E(k J , w) ρ , U be an affinoid neighborhood of z, suppose any closed point of U satisfies (36), then for any Take U to be the preimage of U in E, which satisfies hence
The natural restriction map (which has dense image) Γ(E, M) → Γ(U, M) induces (by taking the dual) 
Let τ ∈ S n , and W 1,Sn (k S τ n ) denote the closed rigid subspace of W 1,Sn parameterizing characters moreover with fixed weights k σ −2 for σ ∈ S τ n . Put 
The map (45) thus induces
In particular, each vector not killed by ǫ in (t * τ M) ∨ induces a morphism
is surjective. From which, together with Rem.3.1 (4), we see (41) 
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of Prop.4.26. Note the image E
) at z ρ , and have the same residue field E, we see they are locally isomorphic at z ρ .
In particular, the composition Spec
, w) ρ , moreover it's straightforward to see (e.g. by (43) ) the character of T (F ℘ ) induced by this map is given by χ ρ,τ := χ
ρ is locally τ -analytic, there exist γ, η ∈ E, µ ∈ E × such that (cf. §1.3.1) χχ
Indeed, if (46) holds, we get
with ψ τ = γ+η 2µ ψ ur , from which Prop.4.26 follows.
We show (46). Let U be an affinoid neighborhood of z ρ in E(k ∅ , w) ρ small enough such that Prop.4.15 applies, we have thus a continuous representation ρ U : Gal F → GL 2 (O(U red )).
Non-critical Case: Suppose S n = Σ ℘ , i.e. z is non-Σ ℘ -critical. By Prop.4.22, shrinking U , we can assume any closed point in U is non-Σ ℘ -critical. Let U τ be the preimage of
we can assume U τ is a smooth curve. Let ρ Uτ : Gal F → GL 2 (O(U τ )) be the representation induced by
× be the character induced by the natural morphism U τ → T (k Σ τ ℘ , w). Applying [32, Thm.6.3.9 ] to D rig (ρ Uτ ,℘ ) with ρ Uτ ,℘ := ρ Uτ | Gal F℘ see Thm.4.16, note Σ z ′ = ∅ for all z ′ ∈ U τ by the assumption on U , we get an exact sequence
which induces where ρ τ,℘ := t *
Thus, (46) follows from Thm.2.1.
Critical case: Assume henceforth S c = ∅. We shrink U such that the Prop.4.18 applies, so Z U,σ (if non-empty) is a Zariski-closed subset in U for any σ ∈ Σ ℘ . We know z ∈ Z U,σ if and only if σ ∈ S c . By shrinking U (as a neighborhood of z), one can assume Z U,σ = ∅ for σ ∈ S n . Let τ ∈ S n , U τ be the preimage of U in E(k Σ τ ℘ , w) ρ , and shrink U such that U τ is a smooth curve. Let Z Uτ ,σ the preimage of Z U,σ in U τ , which is a non-empty Zariski-closed subset for σ ∈ S c , whose dimension is either 0 or 1 locally at z. Denote by S 0 (resp. S 1 ) the subset of S c of embeddings σ such that Z Uτ ,σ is of dimension 0 (resp. of dimension 1) locally at z τ . By shrinking U (and thus U τ , note U τ is smooth), one can assume Z Uτ ,σ = {z τ } for σ ∈ S 0 and Z Uτ ,σ = U τ (E) for σ ∈ S 1 . We define ρ Uτ ,℘ , χ Uτ , ρ τ,℘ the same way as in the non-critical case.
Critical case (1): Suppose S 0 = ∅. In this case, for any z ∈ U τ , Σ z = S c . By applying [32, Thm.6.3.9] to D rig (ρ Uτ ,℘ ), we get
On the other hand, by Prop.4.15, ρ τ,℘ is Σ τ ℘ -de Rham. We can hence apply Thm.2.1, and (46) follows.
Critical case (2): [32, Thm.6.3.9 ] (see in particular [32, (6. 3.14.1)]) applied to D rig (ρ Uτ ,℘ ), one gets an exact sequence
where Q is a finitely generated R O(Uτ ) -module killed by certain powers of t ∈ R E and is supported at z ρ . Tensoring (47) with E[ǫ]/ǫ 2 via t τ , one gets exact sequences (see [32, Ex.6.3.14] )
For simplicity, put
and note δ ′ is the trianguline parameter of ρ ℘ .
We see Ker(f ) and Im(f ) (cf. (48)) are (ϕ, Γ)-modules over
2 -action commuting with R E , note that such modules may not be free over
which induces thus a long exact sequence
By discussions in [32, Ex.6.3.14], one has (where we refer to [32, Not.6.2.7] for the t σ 's) + a σ ǫ,
One has a natural isomorphism translating these in terms of E-B-pairs, one can check this isomorphism by the same argument as in the proof of Lem.1.13
We claim [Ker(f )] equals (up to scalars) the image of [
] fit " * " in the following commutative diagram (with the maps on the left and right sides being the natural injections) Similarly, Im(f ) lies in an exact sequence of (ϕ, Γ)-modules over R E :
−rσ , and that the natural isomorphism since C p,σ ⊗ E χ ∼ = C p,σ , the first and fourth terms vanish when i ≥ Proof. It's sufficient to prove if W is non-σ-critical, then W is σ-de Rham for σ ∈ J. Let σ ∈ J, we would use induction on 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1: by Lem.A. Partially de Rham overconvergent Hilbert modular forms. Let F be a totally real number field of degree d F , Σ F the set of embeddings of F in Q, w ∈ Z, and k σ ∈ Z ≥2 , k σ ≡ w (mod 2) for all σ ∈ Σ F . Let c be a fractional ideal of F . Let h be an overconvergent Hilbert eigenform of weights (k, w) (where we adopt Carayol's convention of weights as in [17] )), of tame level N (N ≥ 4, p ∤ N ), of polarization c, with Hecke eigenvalues in E (e.g. see [1, Def.1.1] , where E is big enough to contain all the embeddings of F in Q p ). For a place ℘ of F above p, let a ℘ denote the U ℘ -eigenvalue of h, and suppose a ℘ = 0 for all ℘|p. Denote by ρ h : Gal F → GL 2 (E) the associated (semi-simple) Galois representation (enlarge E if necessary) (e.g. see [1, Thm.5.1]). For ℘|p, denote by ρ h,℘ the restriction of ρ h to the decomposition group at ℘, which is thus a continuous representation of Gal F℘ over E, where F ℘ denotes the completion of F at ℘. Let υ ℘ : Q p → Q ∪ {+∞} be an additive valuation normalized by υ ℘ (F ℘ ) = Z ∪ {+∞}. Denote by Σ ℘ the set of embeddings of F ℘ in Q p . This section is devoted to prove Theorem A.5. With the above notation, and let ∅ = J ⊆ Σ ℘ .
(1) If υ ℘ (a ℘ ) < inf σ∈J {k σ − 1} + σ∈Σ℘ w−kσ +2 2
, then ρ h,℘ is J-de Rham.
(2) If υ ℘ (a ℘ ) < σ∈J (k σ − 1) + σ∈Σ℘ w−kσ+2 2
, then there exists σ ∈ J such that ρ h,℘ is σ-de Rham.
Remark A.6. This theorem gives evidence for Breuil's conjectures in [11] (but in terms of Galois representations) (see in particular [11, Prop.4.3] ). When J = Σ ℘ (and F ℘ unramified), the part (1) follows directly from the known classicality result in [42] .
